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Teacher Not Rehired;
Results in Controversy
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By Rachel Dixon
Mayor Harry Kinney authorized the release of an arrested Albuquerque
attorney on his ·ow!l..,tecogniza~ce Tuesday nlgnt, Jan. 25~ ·although
Municipal Court Judge Frederick Mowrer later said tl~at only judges and
special officers in tile probation department have the power to release
anyone on their own recognizance.
Albert A. Anella, 54, was released on his own recognizance the same
night that he was arrested and charged with driving while intoxicated and
careless driving, police said. Anella had been involved in a two-car accident, police said.
·
Kinney said in a telephone interview that Anella is a "long-time friend"
and after being notified o( the arrest, he arranged Anella's release from
· the city jail:
.
City Attorney George R. "Pat" Bryan Ill said that he didn't know of
any ordinance that gives the·mayor the authority to release people from
jail on their own recognizance.
Kinney said, "I do it all the time. As mayor I have that right and will
contin'ue to exercise that right. I have to be mayor and do what I think is
right."
Municipal Court Judge Frederick Mowrer said, ''It is illegal for anyone
except judges and a few people in the probation office to release anyone on
their own recognizance."
When reached by phone, Anella refused to comment.

. By D.M. Flynn
As a result of her attempts to
Despite petitions ,from music upgrade the course; the source said,
department faculty and students enrollment in the music ap.opposing the actioq, musicologist predation course went down a.nd
Dr. Susan Patrick has not been Patrick was told she could no
rehired for 1977-78.
.
longer teach the course.
ActingDeanofFineArtsDonald' . Patrick is a musicologist
McRae refused to give any reasons specializing in ancient instruments.
why .Patrick, a former music ap- Sheinburg said, "What she teaches
predation teacher at the University, is almost entirely the whole
was not rehired.
graduate program and a huge
A source in the music department. majority of.gr!ldUate students are in
.-·said that the administration was . her favor."
basing its decision on a negative
Patrick cited a clause on the back
recommendation from McRae, a of l)er contract which "said
negative recommendation from something like 'if during the third
John Batcheller the acting chair- year you have shown excellence,
man of the musjc departme.nt, and you may receive another contract.'
"lukewarm"
recommendations " She said, "The official reasons
from the faculty.
said I didn't do a good enough
·
Music Prof. Leonard Felberg job."
said, "The faculty was behind her;
The petition submitted by the
·all recognized that she had fine music department students "carried
qualities and should remain.''
little weight because, according to
Art Sheinburg, a music student Adams· (Clinton Adams, dean of
who circulat~d a petition in faculties) o'nly 30 per cent of those
Patrick's behalf, said, "Apparently signing had taken her classes,"
it is an interpretation of the words Sheinburg said. Another music
they used. They (the faculty student, Zon Eastes, said ·"If he
recommendations) would say 'very (Adams) called our petition invalid,
good' and if they put down 'didn't then by the same token he should
know' that was marked against make invalid those recomher."
mendations of McRae and BatThe source said, "They've cheller." Eastes said Batcheller,
changed the rules on us," in in- "has never observed Dr. Patrick's
terpreting the words used on the classes."
recommendations.· In the past, he
William R,hoads, chairman of the.
said, words like ''good and. fille" music department, said "As far as
were used· and these sufficed as a I'm concerned the matter is
recommendation to reappoint a closed."
faculty member.
Associate Provost Clinton
Both the source and Sheinburg Adams said, "I cannot.comment on
said more than 80 per cent of the personnel.~ matters under the
faculty were in favor of a re: provisions of the Buckley amendment."
evaluation of Patrick. .
Felberg, softening the source's
accusation,
said that the Friends pf
Patrick's three-year contract
Music
as
a
group
did n9t threaten
expires t~is semester. ''She was-told
such
action,
"but
there are into upgrade the music appr'eciation
dividuals
in
the
Friends
of Music
coyrse.'' the source said.
The source said there is also
Patrick said the only description pressure on the administration
of the course that she received was from outside the music department.
the "catalogue rundown" and that The Friends of Music, the source
, "the listening facilities were poor." said, has threatened to terminate its
Patrick said, "It took me a scholarships to the department
semester to start figuring things which total approximately $12,000.
out." ·

Iron·

Stone
·cowboy.
Construction workers are . often
. seen silhouetted against the sky
perched on the girders of the future
art building. (See pg. 8 for the story.)

Photo by Phyllis Kushner
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Leonard Feldberg

who might have taken some action."
·
John Randall of the Friends of
Music said he would "rather not
talk about the matter.
"She is a first-rate musicologist
and there was tremendous respect
for her on the part of the faculty
. with the exception of one or two
members," Felberg said. Her case
"is something which I can't figure
out myself," he said. .
.

President·
Calls For
Sacri.fice
WAS:HINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter appealed
Wednesday for a· revival of the
fighting moral spirit that unified
America in World War II, and
promised with such backing-" I
can be a good President."
In the first of his "fireside
chats," Carter made a dir~ct,
televised report to the nation on his
main policy goals and called for
dedication, sacrifice and unity.
Warning there will be no quickfixes for such national ailments as
the energy shortage and economic
stagnation, he recalled, "during
World War II, we faced a terrible
crisis-but the challenge of fighting
against fascism drew us together ...
"I believe we are ready for that
same spirit again,-to plan ahead,
work together and use common
sense. Not because of war, but
be<;ause we realize that we must act
together to solve our problems.
And because We are ready to trust
one another ... "
"If we are a united nation, then I
can be a good President," Carter
declared. "But I will need Yot~r help
to do it!'
Seated before a lighted fireplace
in the White House residential
library, he warned Americans the
road back to economic and social
health will require "dedication,
perhaps even some sacrifice"-and
made pointed reference to the fact
that, in his administration, the
symbolic sacrifice starts at the top.
· "Government officials can't be
sensitive to your problems if we are
living like royalty here in
Washington," he said, and noted
he has ended such "expensive and
unnecessary luxuries" as the
traditional limousine service en·
joyed by top bureaucrats.
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For South Africa
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NEW ·YORK
(UP I)-UN
Ambassador Andrew Young was
on his way to London today on his
first diplomatic mission for the
Carter administration-a factfinding trip to southern Africa.
Young scheduled a meeting today
with Ivor Richard, Britain's chief
negotiator in the deadlocked
Gene va talks on the ·future
of
·
White-ruled Rhodesia.
The official purpose of Young's
trip.. to Africa was to attend a
Tanzanian political anniversary
celebration and visit the World
Black and African Festival of Arts
and Culture in Lagos, Nigeria.
But the new ambassador has
stressed that he hopes to use the trip
to explore Black Africa's political
feelings and aspirations.

"I am going mostly as a listener
to study just how the situation will
develop," Young told reporters
before leaving Monday night.
The two major problems in
southern Africa facing Young in
the coming months are Rhodes.ia
and Namibia (south-west Africa), a
dispute(! territory currently administered by South Africa. h
Young has emphasized t at t11e
Carter administration will not take
the lead in any peace initiatives in
s~uthern Africa, ·as did former
Secret&ry of State Henry Kissinger.
"Essentially, I think, our role
will be a supporting role," Young
said in his first meeting with the UN
press.
.
.
He said later he had Ius own
suggestions for peace in southern
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Africa, which he &aid he will discuss
with Black African leaders. But he
stressed that "ideas for a solution
should first come from African
leaders. They are best prepared to
offer a solution."
The Geneva talks currently are
stalled over the makeup of a
transition government that would
nile Rhodesia prior to the takeover
by Blacks, who outnumber Whites
in the.country 23 to I.
Young underlined his sympathy
for Rhodesian Black nationalists
Tuesday by attending a memorial
service for slain guerrilla leader
Jason Mayo, a leader of the
"patriotic front" Black nationalist
group.
Mayo was killed by a bomb s~nt
to
the nationalist group's
headquarters in Lusaka, Zambia,
Jan. 24.
Young said Mayo did not die 'in
vain. A cause, he said, could not be
killed by killing one man.
· The Namibia question will be
brought up again in March in the
Security Council at the request of
the last general assembly, with
Young serving as chairman under
the monthly rotation system.

Episode 3 "R, B & C"

Nader Asks Dixon To Resign
WASHINGTON-Consumer groups are joining the rising clamor
for the resignation of Federal Trade Commissioner Paul Rand Dixon
for calling Ralph Nader a "dirty Arab" and a "son of a bitch/' A
congressman wants Dixon impeached,
Nader said he wasn't surprised, and thinks the incident is just one
more reason why Dixon should resign.
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Hurry!!
It's Our Last
Day On Campus

Peace Corps
Vista

Information Booth:
Student Union
Interviewing
Seniors-Grads
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall
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Osmlrold pens & set&
Speedball I Hunt I Gillott I Heintz & Blanckertz Pen points
Platlgnum pens & sets
Pelikan 120-fountain pen
Pelikan I Higgins I Winsor & Newlon I OSmirc:iid Inks
A cotnplete line of papers for calligraphy
Lettering; & Calligraphy books &. manuals

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FOAMATT /CHAATPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
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Hibben, 65, is a renowned
authority on animals and is well
known as a big game hunter and
author.

By Rachel Dixon
The director of UNM's physical
plant, Floyd Williams, said
Wednesday that the thermostats in
the UNM buildings will be turned
down to 65 degrees in compliance
with Gov. Jerry Apodaca's orders.
Apodaca ordered all thermostats
in state-controlled buildings to be
lowered to 65 degrees· to conserve
energy.
Williams said that a letter was
sent out Wednesday afternoon to
all academic administrators, deans
and department chairpersons
notifying them that thermostats
must be lowered.
Most of the buildings' thermostats can be lowered by remote
control from the Ford Utility
Center on campus, said Williams.
The rest of the thermostats will' be
turned down manually, he said.
· Williams said that no energy will
be used when,the temperature is
~
'-' '· •· .:
· ~.. • · ·

WASHINGTON-Congress gave overwhelming final approval
Wednesday to an emergency natural gas bill described as promising at
best "a little gas" for homes and other high priority locations to ease
the wintet>'s fuel crisis.
·
·
White House aides said Carter planned to sign the bill Wednesday
night.
The gas will cost more because the bill would let buyers exceed
government price controls.

WASHINGTON-Some senators called Tuesday for a new Senate
code of ethics limiting outside earnings and disclosing sources of income; but one old hand said many talented people won't run for the
chamber "if you police it too much."
The conflicting advice came in the opening round of. testimony
before a committee charged with proposing a revised Senate ethics
code by March 1.
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis., chairman of the special Senate committee on official standards, said afterwards, "We'll come out with a
limitation on outside earned income" and "a good disclosure" rule to
show whai extra money senators make and who gives it to them. ·

Fires Don't Conserve Gas

\

I

The panel includes Drs. Marshall
Levine and Robert Messer of the
UNM Medical School and Steven
Kramer, Jim McKelvey, Pam
Minsner and Ted Schuler ofUNM.
Information is available by
calling 255-8269.

Nuclear Ships Contracted

Inventory Clearance

Sale!
Up To.7·0% Off
Everything In The Store
Records, Tapes ·and Paraphenalia
Drastically Reduced

Goldstreet Circus
243-1988

Telescope
Focused
On Planet
By D.M. Flynn 1
Today, the observatory's 15-inch
telescope will be trained on the
planet Jupiter. The smaller, 12-inch
telescope, will focus on the
Pleiades, a young cluster composed
mostly of blue stars.
The UNM campus observatory,
two blocks north of Lomas on
·'Yale, is"opeh to tlie public every
Thursday from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.-weather permitting.
Linda Bayliss, graduate student
in physics and supervisor of the
open house, said there is usually a
turnout of between I00 and 200
people. "We get a lot of astronomy
students and people from around
AI buquerque, there are even some
regulars who come all the time,"
she said.
Bayliss, along with two other
astronomers, Jerry Smith and Pam
Overfelt, are on hand to answer
questions concerning astronomy or
the equipment.
Admission to the observatory is
free and all children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult.
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The UNM Wagon Wheels Square Oancc Club will
meet and danc:c tonight 7:00in 1-lokona Hall cellar.
The Albuquerque Boycott Committee has weekly
meetings on Tuesdays at 6:00p.m. in the Oticano
Studies Center library,

The New

Lucky's Pizza
1.00 Off Any
Food Purchase

Does Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
work?
Come and see for yourself!

Want to read faster?
Tonight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is offering free
classes. Come to a free class tonight, and you'll be able to increase your reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be. Join the millions
who've taken a free speed reading lesson and doubled their
reading speed on the spot. With the same or better comprehension. Then, take what you've learned and put it to use tonight
to speed up your reading and studying.
Tonight.

Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only one hourand it could save you hundreds of hours.

No.llB

Box 20, University P .0., U!'.!Vl
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
277-4202.

~
r

Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds,
chapters in minutes, and books in less than an hour. 80 per~ cent
of a college student's time is spent reading. Isn't it about time
you made it easy on yourself?

10:30to J:JO.

Vol. 81
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These unique, copyrighted teq_hniq~es are now taught in over
300 cities throughout the world. Average course graduates can
do an hour's reading in less than 15 minutes.

Johnson 277-3274,
Studctlt!>'

;:;·

Over one million people from around the world have already
turned to the Evelyn Wood reading method.

Campus Gold will have a mccling Thursday nt 8:00
p.m.ln Hokona Hall. For more information call Sue
The

Gamma Theta Upsilon holds informal gettogethers every Frlday from 4-5, For further in·
fonnation call277-2253.

between 65 and 85 degrees. Heating
will begin when the temperature
drops below 65 degrees and air
conditioning starting at temperatures above 85 degrees.
The thermostats will start peing
lowered today.

qoltatSomeqool11el1 e,~e

NEWPORT NEWS, Va.-Newport News Shipbuilding Co. has
signed a letter of intent to negotiate a $1 billion building contract for
three ships which would rank among the world's largest nuclearpowered commercial tankers.
Plans call for the construction of three nuclear-powered tankers at
an estimated cost of $325 million.

Q[@~®
An

Abortion Talk
Set for Today

- A panel discussion on the issue of
aoortion, will be held tonight at 8 in
the Picuris Room of the Convention Center. 1t is sponsored by
the New Mexico Humanities
Council.

PITTSBURGH-The American Iron & Steel Institute says an
estimated 40,000 to 50,000 workers in the basic steel industry were off
the job nationwide because of sharp reductions in natural gas and ice
covered rivers that have halted navigation.
The figure represents about 10 per cent of the total number of
workers employed in basic steel, the direct mill production of raw
steel into rough ingots and billets.

0

1820 Central SE

',,·

10 % of Steelworkers Laid Off

organizational

The Mental Retardation Center of Bernalillo County Medical Center (BCMC) will not be included in any contract between BCMC and
UNM, the County Commission decided .
The commission voted unanimously Tuesday to include the
guidelines prepared by Commissioner Robert Hawk in any future BCMC contract.
The guidelines prescribed by Hawk exclude the BCMC Mental
Retardation 'Center from any contract; establish a five-member board
of trustees and guarantee that all contracts-including union contracts-remain in force.
County Attorney Joe Diaz said, "It could be better worked out
through a joint powers agreement." The hospital is now run under a
joint-powers agreement.
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Dr, Pedro David will speak at tl1e Student
Organizt>tion for L.1tin American Studies in Ortega
Lounge3rd noor, Thurs. Feb, 3 at 3:30. Subscribers
to the Latin American reports can bring their $6,00
for the purchase of one report to the m~;ctlng.

UN M Thermostats
On ~he Way· Down

Gas Bill Gets Final Approval

WASHINGTON-A cheery tire crackling in an open hearth can do.
more harm than good for home owners t ying to conserve gas or electricity during extremely cold weather, energy experts said Wednesday.
President Carter planned to have a fire going in the White House
library during his talk on television Wednesday night.
The experts' advice applied primarily to old-fashioned fireplaces,
the kind with no independent source of fresh air to feed the flames.
Such fireplaces can pull cold air into a house, more than offsetting the
warmth they provide, and make furnaces run overtime.

Chief Administration Officer
Frank Kleinhenz said he would
meet with Hibben to work out a
personal services contract on Wednesday.

Not in Contract

would like to be zoo director."

Senator Wary of New Rules

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Former
Pentagon official Paul Warnke
could have difficulty winning
Senate confirmation if President
Carter, as expected, nominates him
as ·head of the Arms Control
Agency, C.ongressional sources .said
Tuesday ..'·
'
A Carter aide said Tuesday the
announcement of Warnke's appointment had been scheduled
Monday, but was held up pending
completion of the FBI's security
check .. "We see no problem
otherwise, and it should go forward
soon," said the aide.
But the Congressional sources
said opposition to the nomination
on Capitol Hill had been made
known to the White House and
suggested this may have figured in
the holdup on Warnke, said a
former assistant defense secretary
for international security affairs
who describes himself as "a known
dove."
Administration sources said
during the weekend that Warnke
was in line to head the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency
and to preside over arms limitations
talks with the Russians.
Sources said Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash., also wanted
Warnke to be questioned hv the
armed services panel.

"He said he would do It for
nothing," the mayor said. Hibben
will be supplied with a car and expense money by the city.

Mayor Harry Kinney said, "Hibben just walked in here and said he

WASHINGTON-The Republican National Committee has asked
the three major television networks for equal broadcast time to
respond to President Carter's fireside chat.
In telegrams to the presidents of ABC, CBS and NBC, party chairman William Brock said, "As a matter of elementary fairness, consistent with your known desire to present all points of view, I respectfully request free television time on your network to permitan appropriate Republican spokesman to respond to and to express points
of view other than those which may be expressed by the President in
his fireside chat Feb. 2 \"hich you have agreed to broadcast.''
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·Republicans Ask Equal Time
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Dr. Frank Hibben, retired UNM
anthropology professor, has volunteered to serve as director of the
Rio Grande "Zoo relieving_ Fred
Goodman.

By United Press International

Warnke
5
Jo.n 31 - Feb 4
5
I= Continuousi.Y 10:30 - 3 pm I May Be
i meso. lounge (Across from Prontos) ~
I Free Sponsored b~ Student Activities Free ! Opposed
5

Volunteers For Job

~~~~

I Episode 2· "ffiany Happy Returns" 1
~

Hibben Named Zoo Director Mental Center
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As u woman Air Force ROTC
student, you compete for your
commission on the same
footing us the men in your
c1~1ss. And Iuter on you wear
, the sume im;;igniu.
There ure two-year, three·year,
und four-ye,1r scholarship pr 0 grams uvuilable to help you get

there .. If you enroll in the fouryear Air Force ROTC progrum
you also qw11ify to compete for
a scholarship for the remaining
two or three years Hs a cadet~
Tuition is covered, fees are
paid. textbook costs reimbursed
, .• plus $100 a month, tux free.

Contact Dept. of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas
277·4602

e -~ateu.oav w "' ~reatqoay .,! ~!e

c.4i,. ']wee'=f~£YC

Come to a free speed reading lesson today.
7:30p.m.
Room 253 Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Phone 266-7322
Student Tuition Plan Available

Univmityof New MexiCo.
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Energy Crisis Affects Welfare

~

UPMY CUAUfffR!"

By Martin Nix
Time is running out. I suspect we
Of all the energy issues, the four have less than two to four years to
most critical-will be: space heating, implement these solutions. During
transportation, food, and elec- that time we may be involved in
tricity.
some critical times.
I believe we can bring this counI'd like to raise some questions
try off its dependency on oil within about the impact of the energy
one year-despite current thought.
crisis on the institution of welfare. ·
Solar technology is here and
Welfare
now; however, the major hangup
Welfare-everyone hates it. The
for it is in the financial institutions .. rich hate it because. it costs too
The list of solutions is long and much and the poor hate it because
elaborate: attached greenhouses, of the bureaucracy. It takes time,
flat-plate collectors, 'and southern sometimes hours and several trips
exposure walls for heat; electric to the welfare office to fil! out forcars (recharged by coal-power, ms, be classified, dodge regulations
wood-power or wind power); and and meanwhile the landlord wants
wind power generators.
the rent.
Now the American dream is no
It requires work, just to get
longer two cars in the garage and a welfare.
chicken in every pot: but a solar
The bureaucracy itself is uncollector on every roof and a wind caring-they care more about their
generator in ·every backyard.
paychecks than about you.
However there is another energy Sometimes you don't have enough
issue which hasn't gotten much at- money to buy food stamps.
tention: the social impact of
Most people on welfare are
energy.
· unemployed and if they can find
I don't want to play doomsday work, the pay is not enough. The
prophet, but there is much more choice ends up between buying
talk of increased social tension. food or paying utilities. If you don't

Teaching Basics of What ?
By Richard Berthold

'·

Editorial Board
Unsigned editor.ials represent a
ri1ajority opitlion of the Daily lOBO
Staff, All other columns 1 cartoons
and letters represent ,the bpinion of
the -author and do not necessarily
reflect the vieWs of the· staH

have a car, you can't get to the
welfare office or to a job interview
except by inefficient transit.

TV

When on welfare, you envy the
corporate executive who earns
$400 per hour. You also envy the
person who has made it and is
financially independent from stock
returns and you think about
socialism for the rich.

7:00-Channel 4: "Fantastic
Voyage" (Science fiction tale
called "Vortex" involving
stranded scientists and time
spheres.)

/

8:30-Channel 4:' Movie
("Yesterday's Child," A child
kidnapped 14 years before he is
said to be alive.)
9:00-Channel 5: Visions
,("El Corrido. ")

Try and explain this rut to the
middle class and they just don't understand ~hy. "If I made it, you
can't."
·
Now add new variables: higher
food prices, higher housing costs
and higher utility bills. Couple this
with an increase in the price of
gasoline. The result in a city like
Albuquerque is a catastrophe.

10:30-Channel 5: Lobos vs.
Colorado State.
11:00-Channel 7: Thursday
Night Special.
11:30-Channel

People have less money for ·"
restaurants, retail stores and other
purchases. The result is more layoffs. This increases the number of
people on welfare and this starts
the cycle all over again with an increase in social tension.

Now, the only academic
argument for the plan is that many
enterihg students are not unintelligent, but simply unprepared,
and UNM S.hould not turn these
potential 4.0's away. Well,
inasmuch as Washoe was taught to
sign, one can conclude that chimps
are intelligent, but unprepared and
should be admitted to UNM.
Certainly, the squandering of
potential intellect can not be defended, but primary education is not
UNM's business.
The bottom line is finite resources: every dollar spent teaching a
'potential' to write his name is one
less devoted to the achieving
student.
Dean Adams himself: "How can
we justify a superior level of in-

struction for the least well-prepared
students at the expense of those
best equipped to take advantage of
a university education?" ·
·
How, indeed? But it seems the •
plan might pass, since what it:
comes down to is warm bodies,
which equal money to the univer-·
sity. But why stop with four cour-·
ses? How about Names 100; it's important to be able to use one's
name correctly. Or Common Objects 100 could aid in identifying
desks, chalk, etc. Basic Excuses
100?
Absurd, but perhaps fitting for a
university which has a regent
without a college degree.

12:40-Channel 13: Movie
("The Story of Pretty Boy
Floyd" with Martin Sheen.)

I was very disappointed by the headline and the inaccuracies in
the opinion by George Gesner, "Prizes at Game Discriminate," in
last Thursday's LOBO.
For years I have been a booster of athletics at all levels of endeavor; little league, high school, college and professional. This
embraces bas ball, football, basketball, rodeo, hockey and other
sports in Bosque Farms, Los Lunas, Grants and Albuquerque.
To be accused of discrimination is shocking. Our "prizes" are
given to fans attending Duke and Lobo sports in appreciation of
their support! Ticket stubs have always been the most equitable
means of selecting a winner. UNM students with Reserve Seat
tickets on the West side in Section 20 do have their stubs mixed
with the others and participate in the drawings! I certainly welcome
any suggestions that might be forthcoming on how we could include the students who are admitted by their athletic cards.
Incidentally, only people attending the games win the prizes. 95
per cent of them do visit us at Bosque Farms Home Center and are
most appreciative when picking up their AM-FM Radios and Rockwell powertools.
I, persor]ally, get a great deal of enjoyment out of sports competition especially when !he fans are enthusiastically baQking their
team. f'or this reason, we never discriminate and will continue encouraging athletics in every way possible.
Nino Trujillo
Bosque Farms, New Mexico
Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
Sports Editor
Dave Belling

Managing Editor
Karen Moses
Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber

The
Albuquerque
Dance
Theater, the only professional
modern dance company and school
in New Mexico, will be premiering a
new piece choreographed by
Pamela Knisel ~uring ADT's winter
sea~on"at Stage ·1 !' th'e University of
Albuquerque on Feb. 3, 4, 5, at 8
p.m.
The dance, George Sand, is based
on the nineteenth-century writer's

Editor:
I would like to add my voice to the issue of fuel conservation here on
campus. Saturday, Zimmerman Library was not just warm, it was hot.
In fact, it was so hot that it made study difficult, and -while working .in,
the card catalog area I actually felt ill from the heat. I searched the walls,
but could not find a thermometer or thermostat, nor could I find anyone
who knew anything about controlling the heat.
I work in an office in Scholes Hall where we also face the same problem:
when we turnthe heaters off manually, they keep pumping out hot air.
Even if there were no fuel shortage, this would be an unacceptable con·
dition, but considering the national crisis, as well as excessive costs to the
University, it is really outrageous.
Someone is in charge of the heating system on this campus, and it
seems to me that if the excess fuel bill were to be charged to his/her
paycheck, that someone would quickly learn how to control the thermostats.
Virginia Lee Clark

DOONESBURY
FOR. t:XI/MP/.13, JIJ5TR13- REAll-Y?
CIWTLY, lilt: {(}MtlffSSIIJN/JfJ LONG
AN JN-OIJI7TH PRIJF/I.E
PIGC/3?

Store Owner Protests
Opinion On Give Aways
Editor:

ON 711!: N/3/U S/f.4kffF,t;
ANfJ MOVE/?S IF CHINA!

I

\

kl&t/.., STAN/JIIRP t.alrillf,
150 WORDS. 8/JT 711/J'
k!RITeR. kit FOIJNP 15

Norm N. Nile/Rock On, the
Illustrated Encyclopf!dia of Rock
N' Roll-The Solid Gold Years/Popular Library/$2. 95.
Review by Lynda Sparber
Who originally recorded "Band
of Gold?" What is Bo Diddley's
real name? Who replaced Diana
Ross in the Supremes?
If your interest in rock and roll
goes beyond transient nostalgia for
golden oldies, Rock On should be
on the shelf next to your 45
collection.
As its title states, Rock On is an
encyclopedia. It does not,
therefore, trace the sociology of R
& R, the psychology of R & R, or
the morality of R & R.
What it does do is give a brief
biography and list of hits of tlie
superstars and the· only-once-in-alifetime singers of R & R. The
recording artists detail range from
the Accents to Marvin Gaye to Si
Zenter, with everyone else
imaginable in between.
·

'George .Sand' Feted
B_y Donee· Troupe

Zimmerman Is HOT:
More On a Burning Issue

(Berthold is a UNM history
professor.)
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"Kojak."

.

Adobe Towers

Sometime this semester the
Faculty Senate will consider and
vote upon" A Proposed Program of
Basic Instruction For Selected
Freshmen Students," presented to
the faculty by Clinton Adams.
This extraordinary plan basically
proposes the establishment of four
courses,
English,
remedial
Mathematics, Social Sciences and
Natural Sciences 100, all of which
would be designed to bring the unprepared freshman up to what is
termed 'university level,' i.e., being
able to read, add figures, etc.
Entering students whose records
fall below certain levels would be
compelled to pass these courses
before moving on to norma work.
The Adams plan further suggests
the possibility. of other areas
developing 100 courses and
proposes that the student be permitted to repeat these courses until
they are passed.
This is madness. It is manifestly
not the role of the university to
teach people to read or do sums or
whatever is necessary to gain admission. What are the public
schools for, if not this? Why not
just send six-year-olds straight to
UNM and save a lot of time and
energy? And no matter what one's
ideal picture of the university, it
should be apparent that sending
UNM further along the path of
establishing a remedial curriculum
. will remo e whatever pressure we
can exert on the state to reform the
public schools or at leust create a
junior college.
It is not the job of a junior college
to teach such basics, either, but
creating a junior college to take the
place of the high schools would be
far easier than trying to reform the
school system (which means more
than improved labor relations),
Alas, in the preliminary Faculty
Senate discussion of the plan virtually everyone who spoke supported it and the only debate was
over specifics.

R&R ·Chtonicled

'

'

experiences and touches on her
relationship to her work, to her
mother, to her grandmother, and to
three of the men in her life. The
Music is Chopin's Sonata in G
Minor, Opus 65, For Cello and
Piano antl'iSthe tlrst piece from the'
romantic period in ADT' s repertory.
The dancers who will perform
George
Sand include
the
choreographer, Linda Carr, Hallie
Neuman, Laura Russell, Robert
Chirstianson, Dean Nelson, and F.
Randall Simmons.
The dance, choreographed in a
balletic style, is costumed by Lare
Schultz. Set design is by Howard
Kaplan, and lighting design by
Carolyn Walker. This new work
has been financed, in part, by the
New Mexico Arts Commission.
Tickets are $3 and $2.50 for
students and senior citizens. For
groups of 10-19, tickets are $2.00;
for groups of 20 or more, tickets
are $1.75.

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair
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2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

Evo Peron Tole Rides
In Wnke of 'Superstar'
J<ice

00

In his introduction, the author
states it took him nearly five years
to put together this, the "most
· comprehensive work of its kind."
In another introduction, Dick
Clark confesses, "If I were half as
serious a student about the world of
ro& ... if I had more attention span
than that of the average flea ... I'd
have done it myself."
Rock On cannot be analyzed for
its literary value, its social impact,
or its impelling theme anymore
than you could analyze a qictionary
or almanac. Rock On is a
straightforward reference book, a
complex and detailed fact sheet on
the artists who made music what it
was and what it became.

'mfmetekos'
The Mime Experiment Performing Arts Collective will be
premiering its new full-length show
"Mimetekos" (a collection of three
plays) at the Vortex Theatre Feb. 3,
4&5.
"Santa Claus," a play written
by e. e. cummings and directed by
Deborah Blanche, offers a comical '
look at the beserk consummerism
of our contemporary American
society.
"Three Scenes," by Linda
Peterson, is a whimsical study of
actors, on stage and off, and is
being financed through the
National Endowment for the Arts.
The Western Stateg·· Arts
Foundation provided Arizona
Mime Havre von Lambach with
fimds for choreographing "One
Apart." Directed by Miguel
Sandoval, "One Apart" concerns
itself with the struggle' between the
rational and irrational forces within
a single person.
"Mimetekos" will demonstrate
the company's versatility in bpth
spoken and silent theatre. By
utilizing masks, language mime,
puppetry and pure movement, the
Performing Arts Collective hopes
to offer Albuquerque audiences a
highly original evening at the
Vortex Theatre (107-A Vassar, SE),
Feb. 3, 4, and 5 at 8:00. Tickets
may be purchased at the door am'
·wine will be available during in
termissions.

"C

&
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Webber/Evita/MCA/2.·

Record Review by Richard Hughes
Andrew Lloy(l Webber and Tim
Rice, the duo that brought you
Jesus Christ, Superstar and Joseph,
an¢ the Amazing Tec/znico/or
Dreamcoat, now have a third rockopera, Evita, about the life of Eva
Duarte.Pe,ron, tbe popular wife of
Argentma s Juan Peron.
The album does have some·very
good parts, but they are too often
obscured by the proble~ns that
plagu~ rock-operas. The b1gges~ of
these 1S that to keep the .story gmng,
you can't throw anythmg out-no
matter how poorly it fits.
Evita has one song sung solo.
The rest of the songs are blocks and
lines of a number of basic songs
pasted together to form 'a kind
dialogue. Unfortunately, what this
amounts to is putting square blocks
into round holes. It is neither
smooth nor complimentary.
The times when Evita is good it is
sticking to· melodies and rhythms
long enough to develop them.
Recall in Superstar the" solo songs
that carried the album, and how
they served as reference points to
give a theme to each character.
In Evita there is no fundamental

I"

"""'

""
z

"

"'a:

ground work to 11010 the album
>:
together, and hence the dialogue in "
r;·
the songs mus.t be that much more 0
complex, as 1t must develop the b
character, and ~omplete the story. E.
~t sound~ good m theory, but fi?~s ' <
t""
m prac.tlce beca~se of the ng1d 0
tT
structunng of musu;.
0
The actual musical execution is ~
ro
quite good. The singers, rock .,
tT
musicians, and orchestra all do a ~
. fine job (Webber and Rice only ..,
write). The cosmetics of the album '<
are great. There is a 16-page '"
D
booklet with words, pictures and I__,
__,
some background on the album.

-

.,

-

Everything considered, I feel I
can recommend the album to
devoted rock-opera fans.

The New
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Lucky's Pizza
1.00 Off
Any Food Purchase
Please Present Coupon
4513 Central

256·9953
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! In These Times

r An independent nationwide'

i

!

newsweekly with informa- l
tion you won't find anywhere
!else.
!
For Sale At:
Living Batch Bookstore
!
2406 CentralS. E.
Salt of the Earth Bookstore
l
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Here's
a Winner
COPIES WHILE
YOU WAIT

5

(t

NO MINIMUM
c~rnt:ngr:oQurng

ana ma111ng

1712 Lomas-Northeast I (Corner of University)
Open 7 days a week I Call 243·2841 for hours

Paid Advertisement

Speed Reading Course To
Be Taught In Albuquerque
The
United
States
Reading Lab is offering
their famous speed reading
course to a limited number
of qualified people here in
the Albuquerque area. The
average person who completes this course will read
fh-e to eight times faster,
and with substantially improved comprehension and
better concentration.
This famous course has
taught many thousands of
people tq read over a
thousand
.words
per
minute with the ability tc
un'derstand and retair
what they have read much
more effectively. The
average graduate can read
most novels in less than one
hour. For more complete
details about this famous
speed reading course be
sure to attend one of the
free one hour orientation
lect·ures that have been
sched led. These lectwes
are open to the public,
above the age of' 13. (persons under 18 should be ac·
companied by a pareilt if
possible), and the courses
will be explained in complete detail, including class
schedules,
instruction

procedures and a tuition
that is much less than
similar courses.
These meetings w~ll be
held in room 231-E of the
Student Union Building on
the University of New
Mexico Campus, with the
exception of the Thursday,
February 3, meetings
which will be held in room
231-A. The first meeting
will be held Wednesday,
February 2, at 6:30 and
8:30 p.m. Additional'
meetings will be· held
Thursday and Friday,
February 3 and 4 at 6: 30
and 8:30 p.m., and Saturday
at
10:30
a.m.
Meetings will also be held
Monday and Tuesday
February 7 and 8 at 6: 30
and·8:30 p.m. The final
meetings will be held Wednesday, February 9, at
o:30 and again at 8 : 30
p.m.
Classes are limited and
class place;; wi.ll be filled
on a first come first served
basis only. Be sure to attend the earliest meeting
possible to insure a class
place. Group rates are
anti!ahle upon request.
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CSU Invades the Pit
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By David Belling
The Lobo basketball team will
attempt to gain ground in the
Western Athletic Conference race
tonight when they play Colorado
State in UNM Arena at 7:35.
CSU is 2-3 in the WAC. The
Lobos are currently in a three-way
tie for third-place in theW AC with
a 3-2 record.
Jim Williams; the CSU coach, is
in his 23rd season as the Ram
coach. Lobo Coach Norm
Ellenberger said, "Whenever you
pl~tY Williams' team you are in for a
ballgame."
Ellenberger said Williams has
some talented players this year. The
Rams are Jed in scoring by 6-8
junior forward Alan Cunningham
who is averaging 18.7 points a
game. The other probable starters
for the Rams and their scoring·
averages are Fred Anzures (13.2)
and Larry Neal (8.3) at guards,
center Larry Paige (I 0.1) and
forward Jim Allen (8.1). Paige is
the Rams' leading rebounder with
an average of 9.8 boards a game.
CSU has "the ability to play a
real stingy game similar to UTEP,"
said Ellen berger.
Center Wil Smiley is back with
the Lobos but 6-8 Jimmy Allen will
start at center tonight when the
Lobos take the court.
Hustling Steve Davis has been

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00.a week
Donate Twice Weekly

working out with the Lobos this
week and is ready to play after
missing nine games because of an
injury.
Marvin Johnson leads the
Wolfpack scorers with a 20.4 points
a game average. The other Lobos
averaging in double figures .are
Michael Cooper at 13.8, Willie
Howard at 13.5, Billy Reid at 11.5
and Allen at 10.8.

'~9 FORD FAIR~ANE, AmAIC·V8, 11100.00.

By Ed Johnson
Utah defea,.:d UNM in the
The final road games of the championship game of the U'ffiP
regular season for the UNM Tournament.
women's basketball team will be
"We know what they (Utah) are
played this week when they face going to do offensively. We gotta
Utah tonight and Brigham Young play defense. If we don't, we're in
trouble," Marpe said.
Saturday night.
Utah is the conference leader
The Lobos will use a pressure
with a 4-0 record, but their 60-59 man-to-man defense. •
victory over Northern Colorado is
Against Brigham Young Marpe
being protested, Lobo Coach Kathy said, "We've got to be as strong as
Marpesaid.
they are. They work the ball inside
New Mexico is in fourth place on pure power."
with a record of 4-2.
Marpe said she is satisfied with
Last week against second-place 'the team's field goal average of 38
New Mexico State (5-1) Marpe said per cent and felt it was the only
that with three minutes to play thing that went right in the 10 point
UNM was within three points but win over UTEP last week.
committed two consecutive turCenter Carol Moreland is still
novers and ended up on the short doubtful for the Utah trip.
end of a 59-57 score.
Marpe said she has a good
The Lobos have averaged 29 defensive team but a better ofturnovers a game.
fensive team. "We'll always be able
"If we don't cut that down it'll to score.''
be our downfall. It's real disap"If we win these two games we
_pointing," Marpe said.
will probably be in first place.

Donor Center
Fish Ranch

Open
Sundays

20% Off All Supplies

Offer Good
Thru Feb. 7

(except as advertised)

To U.N.M. Students With I.D.
10 Gal. Aquarium .••••••• 4.98
20 Gal. Aquarium (long) ... 9.98
55 Gal. Aquarium 10% over cost

842-6991

Persono.ls

Lobo Scott McClelland and Athletes in Action's Jarrett
Williams try for a takedown.

Athletes in Action
Down Lobo Wrestlers
By Marty Zim beroff
The UNM wrestling team went
down to defeat 39-12 at the hands
of Athletes in Action Tuesday night
in Johnson Gym.
Lobo Wrestling Coach Ron
Jacobsen said the team is coming
around and is looking better but,
"it was difficult to evaluate the
team because of the maturity and
experience of the Athletec in Action
wrestlers."
"We are not satisfied with the
way we wrestled," added Jacobsen.
UNM forfeited the 118-pound
weight class to the AlA team, as
well as two more positions in the
J 26-pound weight class. Tom
Herrington decisioned Lobo Butch
Escalante at 134, AlA's Tom
Talbert decisioned Gary Hines at
142, Jarrett Williams pinned
UNM's Scott McClelland at 150,
Phil Palady decisioned Lobo Brian
0' Connor at 158, Allyn Cooke
decisioned UNM's Jeff Peterson at
167, AlA's Sam Hieronymous
decisioned Sean O'Connor at 177,

Black Mollies .•... 31$1
Newts ••.....••.... 99
Feeder Goldfish . 131$1

-Extra SpeciaiMetaframe Heater 3.19

,~

.,....................................................................................................
1425-B San Mateo NE 266-977

By Carol Pavletich
Lobo men and women swimmers
each took a win and a loss this
weekend against Brigham Young
University and the University of
Utah.
The women dunked Utah 78-43
but floundered against BYU losing
96-32. The men's competition was
closr as the Lobos edged BYU 58-55_
and lost to Utah 59-55.
.
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I~ Undergraduate Students---- !~
·I Were you closed out of classes you wanted? Do 1
1you wish you could be in a small class? Why not ~
~come by the Honors Center during Drop-Add and I
I see what we have to offer you?
~
1 There are places available in several of our course I
~offerings, including Freshman Honors seminars, I
I Freshman and Sophomore General Studies seminars ~
~ (all 3-credit hour courses), and Undergraduate I
I Seminars (1-credit hour U.S.P. courses). Descriptions I
1and book lists are available at the Honors Center, ~
~ Humanities Building, west wing, ground floor--or I
I call ext. 2201 for information.
I
~
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Jim Axtell decisioned Paul Marfiz
of UNM at 190 and UNM's Tom
Ryan walked away with UNM's
only win of the evening with AlA
forfeiting the heavyweight class.
UNM is now 2-9 while Athletes in
Action is 7-1.
The UNM wrestling team placed
eighth in a field of 16 teams last
weekend at the Mountain Intercollegiate Wrestling Association
Tournament in Ogden, Utah.
Lobo Wrestler Gary Hines placed
third in the tournament while
UNM's Sean O'Connor took
fourth-place.
The Lobo grapplers trayel tq,
Gunnison, Colo., Friday,. to take
on Western State College and Mesa
College.
"We should do fine," said
Coach Jacobsen.
He said that the Lobo squad was
preparing for the upcoming Lobo
Invitational Wrestling Tournament
and that this weekend's meet with
the two Colorado schools will be a
good tune-up for the Lobo
Tournament.

Tankers Break Even

(special order only)

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Photo by Wolf Aguilar
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For So.le
NEW SHIPMgNT of ISO Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessorjes, Some used bicycles, R,C:.
Hal leu's. 843-9378, tfn

20 PORTABl-E TV's: $30.00
Wyoming NJ;;, 255-5987. 3124

iO

$t'i0,00. 441

BARRY'S E,.ECTRONJC REPAIR, 20fi San Pedro

Sc, 265-0335. ColorTV'~ & all electronic equipment.
10% discount for students With ID's. U.~ed TV's for
~ale,
2/10
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central NE.
Catering to ~IUdent needs since 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: complete waterbed system,
$119.95, 2121
COMPLE;E B/W DARKROOM-everything
needed-brand new, never used, Almost $700,00 new,
only$350.00, 898-0391. 2/3
FENDER DELUXE REVERB AMP, Very low price!
Dan, 344.9964, 213
YAMAHA 125 TWIN-JET, 1968. E;t<cellen( condition for age, $200,00, negotiable, 242~7508, 2./8
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER: Just tuned up, $100.00,
277-6483. 2/4

collegiate crossword

GRUNDIG AM-FM-MPX STEREO: Conwle/8trac~, turntable, Like new, $100.00,843-7422. 2/7
PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER with case.
GlJOd working onlcr, $40.00. 299-1938. 217

UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: Color TV, Color& tint
controls, n~sume payment~ Df $7.00 pcr month. New
warranty, 2$5~7534, 217
FOR REPAIR BILl: zigzag .~ewing machine. Makes
bullonholes, dccorath•e stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take over nuyments of$6,00, 255~7535. 2/7
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS: Unclaimed brand new
Sunsui, Sherwood, Kenwood, Pioneer; wrntables,
casse11cs, 8-track recorders. 400!~·60% off, while they
last. 255~7535. 217
WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY: Repossessed Kirby
va~uum cleaner 1977, New guarantee. Assume
payments of$7 .47 a month. 255-7534, 2/7
1974 MAZDA TRUCK: (rotery), excellent condition,
27,000 miles. Fiberglass shell, dual mnks & wide
ovals. 298~SR07. 2/9
VIEW CAMERA, 4X5 Saturn No, "75" with 22"
bellows, excellent shape, $169.95. Many other photo
i1crns. We buy & trade, For quality cameras, lenses,
enlargers, ctc.~Witson Camera, 3107 CcJHfal
NE,

2/3

1961 4WD INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL, 3/4
ton. Call 277-5743. 2/9

For Rent

I

I

"_,

AS A WOMAN Air For~c cadet you compete for
yo11r commission on the ::;amc footing ns the men in
your chi!>S, There arc schol<mhin program:> avnllnbl~
to pay for your tuilion,teo,;thooks ... rlus $100.00 a
month-tax free. Contact the UNM Dept1rtme1H of
Acrmpuce Studies, 1901 Lns Lomas, Tel. 277~
4602, 214

EARN $20.00 for 2 hour evcnin~ for inviting 10 or

of }'OUr ,,tudenl friend~ to YOUr ap~rtmcnt !0 sec
ror YO\!r apartmcn! r;lcmomtratcd such a.'\
Chi11a, Crystal, Cookware, Silvcrsarc, Cutlery,
Unens, etc, Apartment Planning and Entertaining
Inc. Call collect, ask for Shirley. (317) 259-

11\0fC

pro{lllct~

4491.

2/lH

PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk &
stocking, Must be O\'er 21, graduate students only.
Apply in person, no phone calls. Save-Way Liquor
Store, 5516 Menaullllvd, NE. 2/18
UNINHIBITED

MODEL

NEEDED

2/9

WORK PART TIME: $400,00 monthly, Call 881~

4585, I :00 to3:00 only.

2/4

Tto.vel
EUROPE/WORLDWIDE Acndemic discounts year
round, S.A.T.A. 4228 First, Tucker, GA. 30084,
(800) 241-9082.

218

ffilscello.neous
I FREE SIAMESE KllTEN, call
hrs. of4-6, 2/1
SATURDAY

.242~9328

NITE:
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Free Estimates
Guaranteed Work
46 GM inventory
ACROSS
47 Oriental VIP
1 Three golden apples 48 legs
caught her
49 Business abbrevi9 Fire remnants
ation
14 Companions
50 Asian temple
15 Climbs a wall
53 Fast j"et
17 Comes before in
54 Salt Lake City
time
resident
18 Open shoe
56 Calmness
19 Mr. Fleming
59 Stingy ones
20 Pin for holding
60 Dickens character
meat
61 Horse - 22 --· et labora
62 Shocks
23 Mil kfi sh
24 Soak flax
DOWN
25 Spoiled child
26 Space agency
1 - - Way (Roman
28 Scold
highway)
30 Valiant
2 WWII island
31 Revolves
3 Boxing sites
33 Chief
4 Business abbrevi34 Most shrewd
ation
37 Countries
5 Collection of notes
38 Anny command
6 New York team
(2 wds.)
7 Journey
39 Cheat
8 States positively
40 Grassy plain
9 Balance sheet item
41 Brake part
10 Skin mark
42 Dumbbells
11 Chinese dynasty

12 Place of fabulous
wealth
13 Large marine fish
(2 wds.)
16 Roof workers
21 Little
25 Intelligence
27 Bunnese and
Laotians
28 Courtroom command
29 Pismire
30 --noire .
32 Argentine money
33 Idle
34 Bone substance
35 Lost continent
36 Car part (2 wds.)
37 Now, in Aberdeen
39 Selects
41 Hang down
43 Judicial inquest
44 Bother
45 Woodland deities
47 Parsonage
50 Golf scores
51 liability
52 Region
55 The little Red - 57 Famous Siamese twin·
58 Opposite of pos.

Open Weekends
Quality Work
Quality Materials
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

2001 Edith N.E.- 242-3872

Charter to .Europe
2 to 9 weeks · From $379
2 weeks guided European Tour
Inclusive $560 plus flight
For information write

INTERTOUR

1308 Don Diego
Sante Fe, NM 87501

505-983-8534

Ne\N Mexico
Dai_ly Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

Warit Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
- - times beginning
u'nder the heading (circle 9re): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found;' 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Empioyment;
7. Miscelfaneous.

Marron Hatl, Ro.om 132

..

··~·

'

9-1,

Auto Paint &Body Shop

Mark Katz's

'~

\

between

1128

I
'

for

photographic rr~signmcnt. Any ethnic group. Se11d
photo(s) (rclurnn!Jie) or description to PO Box: 5442,
Albuquerque, 87115. 2/8
ROOM & BOARD: Responsible girl to live in, Feb.May, {private room/huth), Care for 2 children, 7&8,
Mon·Fri, 2;30~9p.tn.4 blocks NE of UNM. 255.
1225. U8
NUDE MODELING: Female attractive, Up to
$250.0,0 weekly. J-6 p.m., 6103 Menaul NE. 2/8
DELIVERY PERSON WANTED, part-lime. Call
R11y, General Parts,265-3681. 2935 Mo11te Vista
NE,

"

DARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE. 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burgiPr alarms. IOo/o
di!icount for studencs with ID's, Quic:k service. Used
TV's for sale. 2/10
LSAT~MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Profe~~ional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
TYPING M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric: on campus, 296SSM. 2/4
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imagin~tion, 898-5977. 2/11
PARK lNG lllz block!> from SUB. $20/scm., 266·
3663. 214
FLAMENCO DANCE CLASSES: professional
instruction, beginning February, Caii843~1BIO. 214
MASSAGE: 298-4718, appts. only. 2123
TYPING: ALL TYPES, general, 1eg:J!. Call Ruth,
2fi6-4770. 217
TYPING: Fast, accurate, reasonable. Spanish also.
256-9679. 2/9
KEEP THE HOME FIRES burning, Everyone Belly
Dance..<; now! Tile Blue Harcem. 255~1967. 217
Will. DO TYPING &some babysitlil\g in my home.
296-1678, after 12 p m. 217

()

1%9 BMW 2002: good cor<lition, recent work, new
Michs. De.~t offer. Electric typewriter, jus! tuned up
$100.00.277-6483, 2/4

DANCE-SUB

Services

I!

2/3

Jiltcr.

FOUND: WATCH in no·smoking part of SUB,
1/27177. Describe & claim rm. 131, Mnrron
Hall. 214
FOUND: LIGHT BROWN PUPPY, mixed breed,
ncar UNM. Ca\1255-7435, after 3:30. 2/7
FOUND: KEY, north of Duck Pond, 1131/77.
DesCribe and claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall. 2/9
LOST: LEATHER. PURSE, Yale & Central. Please
return ID & key\, Caii155~3RI4 or ZS!i-5002. 219

SUB Theatre
One Showing 7:00 Admission $1.25
Friday Night Jules Verne's
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
7:00-9:15 Admission $1.00
Saturday Night Laurence Olivier
in Wuthering Heights
7:00-9:15 Admission $1.00

Employment

LOST: snmll bhH::k & white cat. Long hair. kinks in
"wil, female. Vicinfty Coal & Columbia SE. Phone

The meet is scheduled to be held
Feb. 4-5 in Tucson.

Children of Paradise

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
T<tughl by art-oriented professional. No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just solid shooting
techniques, lenses, individual instruction and heavy
practice in excellent darkroom. Absolute beginners to
intcrmcdiatc. Weekly lectures, critiques, field trips,
Expensive but intensive. Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer, 265-2444 for mutual
interview. 2/4
CONTACTS?'! CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn _
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices ln town. Fast, plcasi11g, Call 265·2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical
School scholarships available, Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (50S) 766-2335 collect; or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer. PO Dox 8667,
Albuquerque, Ni!w Mcxico8710B. 2/18
AGORA UNM's s'uden! crbis center, 277~
3013. 214
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS WANTED. Want
an Interesting hobby? Join the Albuquerque Fire
Reserve. Receive training through the Albuquerque
Fire Department. For information cnll766-7884, ask
for Chief l,.ujan, or 266-5303 or 268-4863
evcnfngs. 2/4
MAC OR CHARLES who saw the bike accident on
Yale, Oct,14-plem;e call 266~3842, Please-very
important. 2/4
FREE PUPPY: b&w, mixed collie-husky, femitlc.
Friendly, trainable. 256~3324, 2/3
STUDENTS intere.~ted in volunteering to help wlth
UNM yearbook, please cOntact the Alumni Office,
277-5808. 2/4
MIKE, you're getting up there. Happy 20th birthday,
Love alway'".•. C2i~~· ~13_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE, 266-3596, Aero.~~
from camptts. 2/8

Lost & Fot•"d

UNM Coach Rick Klatt was
pleased with the performance of
both Lobo teams. Klatt said Larry
Farrar and Dwight Dorsey swam
well for the men while Mary Gen
Hagen pulled through for the
women.
Farrar won the 200-meter
freestyle in both meets and Dorsey
won the tOO-meter freestyle against
BYU. Hagen won the 200 and 100meter freestyle events in both of the
women's meets.
The lllen and women are next
scheduled to compete in the
Arizona Invitational.

Thursday Night Marcel Carne's

EXPERT TYPING: Dissertations,
266-4567.

4.

"'C

f~

1969 DATSUN ROADSTER. Sick, nothing incurable. $5~0.00 Kevin, aflcrnoons, 292-1109. 2/4

RQtes: 15 ceflts pet wotd per dQy, one dollat minimum. Advettlsements tun five 01 mote consecutive days with no changes,
nine cents pet wotd pet day (no tefunds If cancelled befote five fnsettlons). ClQsslfled advettlsements must be pQid In advance.
ffiatton Hall Room 131 ot by mall 'o : Classified Advettlslng, UNm
Box 20, Albuqlletque, Nm 87131.

Fem Cagers Play
Final Road Games

Bloo·d
Plasma
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Class.ifieds

On Saturday the Lobos will play
Wyoming, which is currently tied
for third-place with the Lobos, in
the WAC television game of the
week at 2 p.m. in University Arena.
Ellenberger said, "Wyoming has
an excellent inside attack."
The Lobo junior varsity
basketball team will play the
Maloof Men at 5:15 tonight as the
preliminary to the Lobo-CSU clash.

NEED ROOMMATE to share 3 bedroom housc,lots
of extras, $125.00/mo,, 883-2540, Valerie, JO.

Paul Findley, 277-6116,242-98.51. tfn
BIG SALE: Brand name jeans $6,95, any sliirt in
store at $5,00, sweater~ from $5.00 up at California

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ ___________ Placed by -~--~-~------ __ . ··-- Telephone ----------------
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Bricklayers Stack Up Comments
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By Tom Kensler
Frank Perea, superintendent of
the Lembke Construction workers
who are building the Art Building
on Yale, said campus jobs are "just
M,•"', ~·"
like any other job.'' His subordinates, however, seem to feel
otherwise.
All of the workers share one
common beef-the lack of nearby
parking spaces. "The parking
situation is horrible. Students are
taking many of our assigned
spaces," said bricklayer Wally
Saran.
Spaces on Yale are usually taken
before many of the workers arrive.
Larry Martinez, another bricklayer,
said, "We have to carry our tools,
'""'"'' and when we have to park a mile
away, it's hell!"
The weather has been .a big
problem this winter. The carpenters
have already lost three weeks of
work due to ice and snow on the
decks, while the bricklayers have
lost an average of 13 hours per
week since mid-November.
' A building code prohibits
bricklayers from working at below, freezing temperatures, delaying the
starting time to nine or 10 o'clock
instead of the usual 8 a.m.
All agreed that, since they live in
Albuquerque, it was nice to be
"'· working in town. "Most of the
'!f. ' work is in Farmington or Gallup.
".-c:< ,., Work in town is scarce," carpenter
David Abeyta said. While most of
··~-"""'
the workers on the art building
project are union, competition with
the mostly alien non-union workers
has hurt local journeymen. "We're
getti'ng beat by aliens, and they're
cutting our throats," .Martinez
_
said.
He said that union workers earn
$9.11 an hour plus benefits, while
non-union workers get $4.50. an
PhotosbyPhyllisKushner
hour. "We have a good trade, but
too many people are coming in
from somewhere else, and it's
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tearing us up," Martinez said.
Tile steelworkers· and carpenters
don't have any hang-ups about
walking on the second and third
story steel girders. "Once you get
past 30 feet, it doesn't matter
anyway," said carpenter Carson
Templeton.
Although few of the workers use

campus facilities such as the New
Mexico Union or University
Book!ltore! · there is one campus
resource that all worRers appreciate. "It's relaxing to be able to
look at all the women once in a
while," said Abeyta. "There is nice
scenery around here, and it's a
definite advantage," Martinez said.

~

Varsity
Barber .Shop

I
· Coming
Soon
~1
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I:oug Ilair<-'uts $4.50
St~·ling
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$7.00

266-4111
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Italian •
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ffieetYour ASUNm Senators

TODAY
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
The Glass Cubicles-main Floor SUB

-Bring _your concerns, complaints, ideas-

~6r~oPie;hofu~k~~;-------l
1can't afford a good all-electric
1
portable typewriter. . •
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Electric' return
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The All-New
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METEoR ELECTRic

One-year warranty on all
parts and labor

$241)00

1
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Dis.count to I<' acuity and Students

DUKE CITY TYPEWRITER

,I

co."

1325 San Mateo Blvd.; N.E.
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Watch For The
GRAND OPENING
of

Ski Touring!

"The Purple Room"
in the Student Union Building

Discover the freedom of ski touring
• Discover the fun of ski touring

F eaturin~

·

·

Live Entertamment
And

• Discover one of the Southwest's
finest selections of ski touring
equipment at
Sales, Rentals,
Instruction
Service

•

2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110
266-8113

Delicatessen-Style Food
f

on Friday and Saturday Nights
7:30 p~m. to 12:30 a.m.
Beginnmg February lith and 12th
Sponsored by ASUNM/PEG

j_

